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Is it right that our identity is used as a 
measure of our authenticity online?



What does it mean to 
be authentic online?

‘You’ll know 
authentic when you 

see it…’



Only using real and unedited 
pictures.

Yes No

Is this being ‘authentic’ online?



Using full names and not 
nicknames.  

Yes No

Is this being ‘authentic’ online?



Sharing locations to show where in the 
world you are from and where you have 

been.

Yes No

Is this being ‘authentic’ online?



Sharing more personal information 
like age, gender, sexual orientation, 

etc. 

Yes No

Is this being ‘authentic’ online?



Sharing our purpose for being 
online. 

Yes No

Is this being ‘authentic’ online?



Being the same person online as 
you are offline. 

Yes No

Is this being ‘authentic’ online?



A lot of value is put on 

authenticity, but we can also 

curate and edit our own content 

on social media.

So, is “authenticity” 
losing its meaning?



“Any profile on Facebook or 
Google that does not appear 
to be tied to an offline name 
is removed. Nicknames and 
pseudonyms, regardless of 

their longevity are 
considered breaches of 

terms of service.” 

“An online identity 
can be as permanent 
as an offline one.” “Authentic identity 

is non-anonymous.” 

“Facebook profiles and Google IDs are tied to a 
person's real name and real connections.”

“Facebook also believes 
authenticity is linked to a 
person's photo stream.”

Social media: is authenticity or anonymity 
more important?

Source: The Guardian 
online • Should we be allowed to adopt pseudonyms 

online?

• Why can’t someone be authentic AND 
anonymous online?

• Is this right when we curate, edit and change our 
pictures?



Why might 
someone choose 

a different 
identity online, or 

even to be 
anonymous?



So
… Are our identities singular or fixed?

So would a verified celebrity be the most authentic person 
online?



Full names? 

What should indicate everyone’s authenticity 
online?

Or should identity 

be used at all?
Gender? 

Current 
locations? Country of origin? 

Frequent 
locations? Personal contact details? 

Online likes and 
follows? Connections?

Pictures and posts?  
Online searches? 

Other apps used?



So
…Is it right that our identity is used as 

a measure of our authenticity 
online?

Does this allow us to experiment 
and adapt our identities, or 
would we be less authentic if we 
did so?



We may see people being called fake online for 
portraying a different version of themselves but…

Don’t we all present ourselves in different ways 
depending on who we are with, where we are and how 
we feel? 

The big question is… Individual
s

Everyon
e 

Is there really a ‘real’ you, me 
or anybody online?

Is it up to us as individuals to be more 

‘real’ and ‘honest’ online or…

Is it up to all of us to make online and 

offline spaces more accepting of others?



How do we become an ally to 
those in need online?



Who has a harder 
time online?

Why?



Posting a true image of 
themselves? Sharing personal details about 

themselves
e.g. sexuality, beliefs, gender? 

Liking content others 
don’t? Sharing relationships 

online? 
Being different to those they 
follow? Taking a stand against 

something? 
Supporting a cause or 
campaign?

         What barriers exist online which could 
prevent people from…



How likely are these things to happen 
online and offline?

Most
Offline

Online

Online vs offline…

Most

Judge someone based on 
the way they look.

Comment on an aspect of 
someone’s identity.Accidently offend someone.Think before sharing something 

about someone else’s identity.
See someone being 

targeted in a negative way.Stand up for someone.Be challenged about your 
opinions.

Understand who someone 
is.

See things from someone 
else’s perspective.



How do we ensure 

everyone feels 

welcome, included and 

represented online?

Become an ally to those in 
need…



Judgemental 

Dismissive 

Ignorant 

A bystander

Just tolerant

Unreliable 

Close-mindedActive

Supportiv
e

Open-minded

An upstander

Seen as one by others

Speaks 
up

Calls out discrimination & stigmatisation 

Listens 

Celebrates 
others

Welcoming 

An ally is…

An ally isn’t…



How do we become 

an ally to those in 

need online?



• Believe that all people, regardless of gender identity and 
sexual orientation, should be treated with dignity and 
respect.

• Be open-minded and inclusive of others.
• Be willing to talk.
• Be mindful of assumptions based on what someone has 

shared online.
• Be conscious of not sharing comments or jokes which are 

harmful or offensive.
• Say sorry if you get it wrong and be willing to listen. 
• Be an upstander and support others online.
• Call out and report discrimination and stigmatisation. 

Top tips



Giving 
support online 

to those in 
need…



True Vision Look out for these symbols on 
posts, comments, profiles and 
stories…

Make a report to help yourself and 
others 



Stand up and speak out 
in support of those who 
need it online. 

If it’s not okay offline 
then it’s not okay online

Social media 

doesn’t allow 

it…


